Dean Koontz Thriller Novella Collection: Darkness Under The Sun, Demon Seed, The Moonlit Mind
Darkness Under the Sun
There once was a killer who knew the night, its secrets and rhythms. How to hide within its shadows. When to hunt. He roamed from town to town, city to city, choosing his prey for their beauty and innocence.

Demon Seed
In the privacy of her own home, and against her will, Susan Harris will experience an inconceivable act of terror. She will become the object of the ultimate computer’s consuming obsession: to learn everything there is to know about human flesh.

Moonlit Mind
Twelve-year-old Crispin has lived on the streets since he was nine— with only his wits and his daring to sustain him, and only his silent dog, Harley, to call his friend. The city he roams with Harley has secrets and mysteries, things unexplainable and maybe unimaginable. Crispin has seen ghosts in the dead of night, and sensed dimensions beyond reason in broad daylight.

Synopsis

I am still enjoying these novellas but they are not my favorite of Dean Koontz. I have enjoyed everything I have read by him, but these stories did not live up to his dog stories. They are good though.

Love it! I was listening while driving to the race track. I was sooo hooked by the time I got there, I didn’t want to get out of the car. Almost missed my son’s race because I was so enthralled and taken in by the stories. It’s crazy how quickly I arrived at my destination while listening to these stories. Thank you. Just what I was looking for. Arrived on time and in perfect condition.
Demon Seed - listen this is important. Repetitive. Repetitive. Repetitive. Boring. Boring. Boring. This is the truth. I honor the truth. I could not believe how totally awful this story was. So predictable. So slow. So bad!

These books had excellent vocals and had different voices for each character. This is something that sets it above other audiobooks is that I felt like I could get attached to the character because they were unique. One downside was that the tracks were randomly split, so it was hard to determine what chapter you were on because the tracks did not correspond with the chapters.

I wanted some books on tape to help me on a long car drive - I thought these were mysteries and the themes were so dark I couldn’t listen to 2 of them. The computer spying on the woman didn’t really hold my interest - sort of boring.

The book was great but the last disk does not work so it can’t be finished. This was a Christmas Gift and it was not listened to until recently. So the return window is closed. Very disappointed!

Koontz doesn’t write ‘bad’ stories. Some are better than others. This novella is wonderful. I thoroughly enjoyed every moment and will probably reread in the future.

These are definitely not Dean Koontz best. I give 2 stars for the story and 1 star for the narrator. Narrators were awful. Odd Thomas was so much better than these.
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